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Abstract: A study was conducted for the flexural retrofit of an old apartment house composed of a
reinforced concrete (RC) shear wall structure. For the shear wall, a vertical retrofit was performed to
both ends of the wall targeting the slender wall to improve the flexural performance. The retrofit
materials were steel plate, epoxy, and non-shrink grout, and they were connected to the existing
shear wall using post-installed chemical anchors. The concrete at the wall ends was broken and
retrofitted as much as necessary to maintain the shear wall’s length. The points to be noted are
the fracture of the welded part of the flexural retrofit and the chemical anchor’s pulling. After
the real scale specimen was fabricated by simulating the existing shear wall, the retrofit effect was
experimentally verified by breaking the wall ends, retrofitting the ends, and applying repeated
cyclic lateral loads. A total of three specimens were fabricated and retrofitted using steel plates
and steel tubes. Since this experiment evaluated the flexural performance, the experiment was
performed with a cantilever setting. The flexural retrofit effect using steel was analyzed through the
load–displacement relationship, stiffness degradation, and energy dissipation, and through this, the
bond of the retrofit and the behavior of the wall were verified.

Keywords: reinforced concrete; wall retrofit; flexural retrofit; boundary element; rehabilitation

1. Introduction

As reinforced concrete (RC) buildings age, the structure’s reliability decreases when
external forces such as seismic or wind load are applied. Besides, when an old facility’s
maintenance or remodeling is performed, the existing RC structure must be retrofitted to
compensate for an increase in load that was not considered during design. The retrofit
method used in existing RC structures is a form of attaching steel or fiber-reinforced
polymer (FRP) materials to structural members. However, the RC shear wall structural
system is more delicate to dimensional changes than the beam–column frame system
because each shear wall is used not only as a load-bearing wall but also as a partition wall
for planning, and when the dimensions change, it causes a decrease in the interior area or a
change of movement lines of residents.

Shear wall retrofit is classified into shear and flexural retrofit. Most previous studies
and retrofit methods target shear retrofit, and studies on flexural retrofit are still in progress.
Therefore, this study aimed to develop a flexural retrofit method of an existing shear wall
and limited rectangular shear walls. The flexural retrofit is divided into a method through
selective weakening with post-tensioning [1–5] and attaching a retrofit material. In the
case of selective weakening with post-tensioning, the shear wall of the part where the
bending stress to be concentrated is cut to disperse the stress. The strength decreases due
to cross-sectional loss but is increased through post-tensioning by applying axial load.
Methods of attaching the retrofit material include the externally bonded retrofit method
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(EBR) [6–12], which attaches the retrofit to the wall, and the near-surface mounted method
(NSM) using concrete cover [13–21]. It is a method to improve the strength against bending
by attaching high-performance materials compared to concrete to improve cross-sectional
performance.

Both methods can effectively improve the shear wall’s flexural strength, but various
disadvantages are problematic and have not been solved yet. First, selective weakening
has a sense of resistance to cross-sectional loss, which is a method contrary to retrofit, and
it is difficult to secure an anchorage for post-tensioning, and the tendon must be exposed
outside the wall. Additionally, since the axial load applied to the wall increases, there may
be a problem that the time at which concrete crushing occurs is accelerated under a high
lateral load. In the case of EBR, there may be problems that the stress is concentrated in
the part that is not bonded or the retrofit material peels off, and the cracks occurring in the
existing shear wall cannot be observed, and the interior area decreases by the thickness of
the retrofit material. In the NSM retrofit method, since the retrofit material is embedded in
the concrete cover, the shear wall’s dimensions do not change, but the retrofit material’s
peeling and development method have not been resolved.

The concept reviewed to solve these problems is the details of the reinforcement of
the new shear wall. Although the names and the details are different according to the
seismic codes, well-confined boundary elements are specified at both ends of the shear
wall to effectively bear the lateral load and improve flexural strength and ductility [22–29].
When the RC shear wall’s behavior is subjected to a lateral load such as a seismic load, a
large compressive force is generated at the wall end, which affects the structure’s safety.
Therefore, the boundary element located at the wall end performs an essential role in
improving the entire structure’s performance. The shear wall of the building targeted in
this study is at least 15 years old, and longitudinal rebars are evenly arranged throughout
the shear wall cross-section. When a high lateral load is applied to a wall dominated by
flexure, the problem occurs at both ends where the highest bending stress occurs, thus it
effectively concentrates longitudinal and transverse rebars in this area.

Based on this concept, Cho et al. [30], a previous study of this study, developed
a retrofit method by excavating to create boundary elements using reinforcement and
concrete on the existing RC shear wall. In order to increase the flexural strength up to
that required, the amount of reinforcement was calculated through the ultimate strength
design method, and then the ends of the shear wall were broken to the required length
for reinforcement arrangement. Besides, while breaking the end of the shear wall, the
transverse rebar of the existing shear wall was preserved about 100 mm or more to connect
the existing shear wall and the newly constructed boundary element. For this reason,
the retrofit method was named the excavating retrofit method. Longitudinal rebars for
retrofit were attached to the existing structural members using the epoxy for post-installed
chemical anchors, and the transverse rebars were connected to the preserved transverse
rebars by welding. As the expected retrofit effect was obtained by establishing boundary
elements using rebar and concrete, a study was conducted to supplement this. Since
concrete is a wet material, the construction period and process increase for formwork
installation, concrete placement, and curing, thus a retrofit method using steel, a dry
material, was devised. It was also expected that the length of breaking at the end of the
shear wall end of at least 300 mm or more to secure the rebar spacing could be reduced
using steel.

2. Flexural Retrofit Methods for RC Shear Wall
2.1. Necessity of Shear Wall Flexural Retrofit

Shear wall structural systems are limited in plan change. Additionally, residential
buildings that have passed about 15 years after construction need maintenance, and one
of the methods is an extension. Extensions are classified into vertical and horizontal
extensions. In this case, a new floor can be created on the top, or a new plan can be
obtained horizontally through extension while maintaining the existing building’s plan.
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For example, in Korea, the Housing Act has been established to allow vertical extension of
three floors for apartment houses with 15 floors or more. In this case, since the height and
the self-weight of the existing building increase, a structural retrofit may occur in some
shear walls, and the flexural strength within about 50% compared to the existing strength
needs to be increased [31]. Figure 1 shows the retrofit necessity according to the increase in
load applied to the shear wall structure.
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Figure 1. Requirement of shear wall retrofit [31].

2.2. Flexural Retrofit Method Using Steel
2.2.1. Retrofit Strategy

The retrofit material used in the flexural retrofit method using steel is a steel plate
and a rectangular steel tube made by welding steel plates. Each of the two materials
has a different purpose of use and a different construction procedure. Table 1 shows the
difference between the retrofit method using a steel plate and tube. The difference is that
the steel plate is attached to the wall as with EBR but is attached in the thickness direction
rather than the wall’s length direction. In order to maintain the length of the wall, the steel
plate is attached after chipping the concrete cover thickness. Therefore, it is possible to
minimize the use of retrofit materials while maximizing the effect of flexural retrofit and
maintaining the longitudinal rebars located at the end of the existing shear wall. It is an
easy method for a shear wall that is difficult to break the wall end or a wall tensioned by
an overturning moment.

Table 1. Differences in flexural retrofit using steel plate and steel tube.

Differences Steel Plate Steel Tube

Concrete breaking length Concrete cover thickness Steel tube’s size
Existing longitudinal rebars at wall end Preserved Cut

Construction difficulty Low High
Buckling resistance Low High

On the other hand, the steel tube filling the non-shrink grout inside can perform
effectively on the compression force and the tensile force because the rectangular steel
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tube plays the formwork and the transverse rebar. When the grout filled in the inside is
subjected to compression force, the confinement effect is shown by the rectangular steel
tube, and higher compression performance can be expressed. This is the same concept
as attaching a slender concrete-filled tube (CFT) column to the wall ends. It is known to
show high flexural performance when retrofitting a circular steel tube by embedding it into
the precast concrete wall’s end [32–34], but problems such as development and peeling
that occur in the retrofitting process of the existing shear wall cannot be considered. These
attempts also relieve the reinforcement details of the new shear wall’s boundary elements,
not the concept of retrofit to the existing wall.

Non-shrink grout is a wet material; it has the advantage that it does not require
formwork and is easier to cure than the excavating retrofit method using concrete. However,
since the end of the existing shear wall must be broken as much as the rectangular steel
tube’s size and because the existing longitudinal rebars are cut, the material efficiency
used is not high compared to the steel plate retrofit. It can be used for walls where wall
end breaking is easy or for areas where excessive compressive force is expected. When
subjected to lateral cyclic load, there is a high probability of a problem occurring because
the flexural dominant section’s failure is the concrete crushing at the end subjected to a
compressive force.

In Figures 2 and 3, the flexural retrofit process using steel is expressed. (a) As the
existing RC shear wall, the wall connected to the foundation was modeled. (b) The shear
wall’s end was broken to the required length, and preliminary work was performed to
conceal the base plate into the concrete. For steel plate retrofit, the concrete cover thickness
was chipped. In the steel tube retrofit, the wall end was broken by the steel tube’s size.
The base plate was for connecting the steel plate or the steel tube to the foundation or the
slab. (c) This is the work of connecting the base plate to the foundation or the slab using a
post-installed chemical anchor. It was required not only in the lower part but also in the
upper part. The base plate was connected using four anchors. After that, the steel plate or
the steel tube was placed on the base plate and connected to the existing shear wall using a
post-installed chemical anchor. The steel plate and the steel tube needed to be perforated
in advance to use the anchor. (d) The base plate and the steel plate or the steel tube were
connected by welding. Since the welding line between the steel plate and the base plate
was short, care was taken, as it could have split at the welded line when subjected to
tensile force if not properly constructed. In the case of a steel tube, after welding the lower
part, the non-shrink grout was filled into the steel tube through an injection pipe from
the top. A slight gap occurred between the steel plate or the steel tube and the existing
shear wall after retrofitting. It could be easily filled through liquid epoxy, but this was not
a necessary procedure.

The difference between the steel plate and the steel tube was the buckling resistance
due to the compressive force. As mentioned above, the highest bending stress was concen-
trated at the end, and buckling may have occurred in the steel. The steel tube had a higher
moment of inertia due to its cross-sectional area and shape and had a high resistance to
buckling because it was filled with non-shrink grout inside.

2.2.2. Connection Methods

The connection between the retrofit material and the existing wall was made using
a post-installed chemical anchor. Post-installed chemical anchors are commonly used
for concrete repair to connect retrofit materials to hardened concrete. It was observed
that the process was properly performed by a simple method of inserting an anchor after
perforating and cleaning holes of the existing concrete, injecting exclusive epoxy, and then
inserting the anchor [35,36]. The longer the anchor length was, the higher the reliability was,
but the maximum anchor length was limited. It was also possible to yield reinforcements
subjected to tensile force, even with short development lengths of 300 mm or less. As a
result of the study by Cho [31], the bond performance was sufficiently obtained, even at a
shorter length than the development length of tensile deformed rebars suggested in KBC
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2016 [37] or ACI 318-19 [38]. Even in this case, no concrete cone-shaped failure or bond
failure was observed. Therefore, it was designed based on the assumption that the epoxy’s
performance was sufficient to yield the rebar. Besides, since epoxy’s characteristic bond
strength is 15.3 MPa in uncracked concrete provided by the manufacture [39], it was judged
that there was no possibility of a problem occurring in the anchor.
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3. Experimental Plan
3.1. Retrofit Materials and Details

In order to verify the performance of the flexural retrofit method for the RC shear
wall using steel, an actual scale shear wall test was planned. The concrete compressive
strength was determined to be 21 MPa, which was measured and calculated based on
the concrete non-destructive test and core test results according to the building’s safety
evaluation to be retrofitted. The specimens were planned into three types: the existing
wall, the steel plate retrofitted wall, and the steel tube retrofitted wall. The wall, which
was judged to have insufficient flexural strength in structural analysis, was simulated in
a non-retrofitted state and named “SOLID”. The wall length was 1500 mm, the height
was 2600 mm, and the thickness was 150 mm. The “PLATE” specimen was a steel plate
retrofitted wall after chipping the concrete cover thickness at both ends of the SOLID
specimen. The “TUBE” specimen was a retrofitted wall that attached a steel tube after
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breaking both ends of the SOLID specimen as much as a steel tube’s size. Longitudinal
rebars were D13-400 MPa arranged in two layers at 350 mm intervals. In general, the
RC shear wall’s transverse rebars were laid at 150 mm intervals according to the wall’s
design drawing to be retrofitted, and the interval between the anchors connecting the steel
retrofit material and the shear wall was set to 150 mm through the anchor design. Since
the PLATE specimen was retrofitted after only peeling off the concrete cover at the wall
end, the outermost end’s longitudinal rebar was maintained. On the other hand, the TUBE
specimen needed to be cut as much as the wall thickness to connect the rectangular steel
tube, thus the longitudinal rebar at the outermost end was cut. Although the steel plate
used in the PLATE specimen had a smaller retrofit material area than the steel tube used in
the TUBE specimen, the PLATE specimen resisted bending together with the steel plate
and the longitudinal rebar at the outermost wall end of the existing shear wall. Since the
longitudinal rebar of the existing wall had a D13 diameter of 400 MPa and the retrofitting
steel’s yield strength was 235 MPa, the difference in flexural strength between the two
specimens was intended to be small. It was judged that the difference between the two
specimens could be observed in the concrete crushing and the steel buckling at the wall
end after reaching the maximum load. The details of materials and retrofit are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. Material and details of the specimens.

Specimen fc
′

(MPa)

fy
(Rebar/Steel)

(MPa)
Retrofit Material Paxial

(kN)
Breaking Length

(mm)

SOLID 21 400 Non-retrofitted 602.44
(ALR = 15%)

-
PLATE 21 400/235 Steel plate(9T) 20
TUBE 21 400/235 Steel tube(6T) 150

Notes: fc
′: concrete nominal compressive strength, fy: steel and rebar nominal yield strength, Paxial: axial load,

steel plate’s width: 150 mm, steel tube’s size: 110 × 110 mm, yield strain of rebar and steel: 0.002 (400 MPa), 0.146
(235 MPa). ALR: axial load ratio.

3.2. Test Setting and Loading Protocol

The plan of the specimen is shown in Figure 4. Compared to the SOLID specimen,
the retrofitted specimens had a length shorter than 1500 mm before finishing. The PLATE
specimen could be retrofitted with a short excavating length because the thickness of the
steel plate (9 mm) and the concrete cover thickness were considered. Since the TUBE
specimen had a rectangular steel tube (110 × 110 mm), the concrete breaking length was
longer than the PLATE specimen. After the retrofit was finished, a dry finish such as a
gypsum board or a wet finish such as finishing grout could be used outside so that there
was no difference before and after the retrofit. However, it was not finished to observe the
behavior of the retrofit during the experiment.

On the upper part of the specimen, a loading beam was installed for axial and lateral
loading. The axial load was applied to simulate the actual state during the flexural test using
an oil jack installed from the top, and the load was distributed through the loading beam.
The axial load ratio (ALR) was calculated as 15% (ALR = Paxial/(0.85 × fck × Ag) × 100).
The axial load applied to the general apartment structure was within 10% and rarely
exceeded 10%, even if the vertical extension was made to the top. The axial load was
increased during the experiment by up to 15% to compensate for the axial load and
consider earthquakes or wind.

By connecting an actuator for lateral loading and a loading beam, repeated cyclic
loads were applied. The shear wall’s lateral loading test was divided into a method of
implementing a double curvature by fixing the upper and the lower parts and a method
of implementing a single curvature in a cantilever type by fixing only the lower part. The
double curvature’s realization keeps the upper loading beam horizontal during lateral
loading, but there are many cases where the loading beam is destroyed or the loading
device and fixtures are damaged. Therefore, in this experiment, a cantilever type was
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selected in which the loading beam was placed at the free end. Even in this case, it was
possible to implement the flexural behavior of the shear wall. However, in this case, out-of-
plane behavior or torsion may have occurred, thus the experiment was performed after
installing a guide to prevent this.
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Figure 4. Elevations of the specimen.

A base with a length of 2500 mm, a depth of 950 mm, and a thickness of 600 mm was
manufactured in the lower part, and the rebars were densely arranged to realize a fixed
end. Eight large-diameter bolts fixed the foundation, and fixed hardware was used on
both sides to prevent lifting or sliding during the experiment. A displacement transducer
was installed to measure the movement of the foundation to eliminate the error. After
setting the specimen, 15% of ALR was loaded using an oil jack, and then lateral loading
was performed. The lateral loading was made in the displacement controlled, and the drift
ratio increased to 0.25% for the elastic zone and initial crack observation and then increased
in the order of 0.5% and 1%. The experimental setting is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Test setting scheme of cantilever-type shear wall lateral loading.

3.3. Sectional Analysis

The sectional flexural analysis was performed based on the specimen’s cross-section,
as shown in Figure 6. The specimens’ cross-section was divided into 1 mm intervals using
a CAD program, and each piece was classified by the material. Furthermore, the area and
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the centroid position of the pieces were calculated. After that, the equilibrium state was
found while moving the neutral axis through iteration. It is a useful method because it can
assemble a constitutive equation for each material separately and determine the bending
history to the ultimate state. The cross-section of each specimen is shown at the top of
Figure 6, and the moment–curvature relationship and the neutral axis depth–curvature
relationship derived from the cross-sectional analysis are shown below.
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The Attard and Setunge model [40] was used for the concrete compression model,
and the tensile area was ignored. Rebar and steel were assumed to be the elastic perfectly
plastic materials, and tensile hardening was not considered. Since the anchor or the rebar
were completely attached, there was no slip between the retrofit materials and the existing
wall, and there was no failure at the upper and the lower anchors or the welding. The
retrofit steel was SS235 steel with a yield strength of 235 MPa, and 1350 mm2 was attached
to each end of the PLATE, and 2130 mm2 was attached to the TUBE. The retrofit end of
the TUBE specimen was filled with non-shrink grout to resist compression effectively. The
compressive strength of the non-shrink grout was 60 MPa, and the manufacturer’s data
were used.

As a result of the cross-sectional analysis, the SOLID showed a moment of 353.4 kN·m,
and the neutral axis depth was 148 mm. The retrofitted PLATE specimen presented a
moment of 789.3 kN·m, the neutral axis depth was 219 mm, and the flexural strength
increased by 123% compared to the SOLID specimen, while neutral axis depth increased
71 mm. The TUBE specimen exhibited a moment of 867.2 kN·m and had the highest
retrofit effect. The neutral axis depth slightly decreased to 181 mm, but the flexural
strength increased by 145% compared to the SOLID specimen. When the tensile force at
the outermost rebar and the steel yield was simply calculated, the tensile force when the
PLATE specimen’s rebar and steel plate at the wall end were summed was 418.5 kN. If only
the tensile force was calculated at the TUBE specimen’s steel tube yielding, it was 500.6 kN,
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which was about 20% higher than that of the PLATE specimen. Additionally, since the
distance from the neutral axis to the centroid was shorter than that of the PLATE specimen,
it seems reasonable that the sectional analysis shows that the TUBE specimen was about
10% higher than that of the PLATE specimen. However, the confinement effect of the steel
tube filled with non-shrink grout could not be accurately reflected in the cross-sectional
analysis, but it was judged that higher performance in ductility and strength could be
observed from the wall end of the TUBE specimen during the experiment. Therefore, it
was expected that the retrofit effect of the retrofitted specimens would develop without any
problem if the previously assumed anchor or weld did not fail or slip. The point plotted
in the graph was a state where the outmost concrete compression strain was 0.003. The
dotted lines connecting the section and the neutral axis–curvature relationship represent
each section’s neutral axis position. The part that bore the compressive force in the entire
wall was only about 10–15%, and the rebars or the retrofit material bore almost all the
compressive force at the end. In the case of the TUBE specimen, the neutral axis was located
between the wall and the retrofit, thus it was considered that there was a possibility that
bond failure may have occurred due to in-plane vertical shear.

4. Result
4.1. Load–Displacement Relationship

As a material test result of concrete, rebar, and steel used in the experiment, the results
exceeded the target 21 MPa of the compressive strength, 400 MPa, and 235 MPa of the
yield strength. The average compressive strength of concrete was 22.7 MPa. The rebar was
measured 50–90 MPa higher than the nominal yield strength, and the steel was 20–50 MPa
higher, which was within the range specified in the test standard [41].

The lateral loading test results of the shear wall specimen are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 7. Compared to the existing wall, the flexural strength of the retrofitted specimen
was increased, and, in the case of the TUBE specimen, the ductility was remarkably
improved compared to the existing wall. The maximum load of the SOLID specimen
(existing wall) was 257.6 kN and 250.94 kN. In this result, compared to 135.92 kN, which
was the cross-sectional analysis result, a large error occurred with a 190% load. The
difference between the cross-sectional analysis of the SOLID specimen and the test result
was considered due to the negligence to properly simulate the 15% ALR in the cross-
sectional analysis, underestimating concrete deformation capacity and the failure to reflect
the tensile hardening behavior of rebars. In the PLATE specimen, the maximum load was
325.63 kN in positive loading and 322.99 kN in negative loading. Compared to the sectional
analysis results, the maximum load could be predicted slightly, with 107% and 106%. In
the TUBE specimen case, the positive loading force was 298.78 kN, and the negative force
was 311.68 kN, and the load was reduced compared to the PLATE specimen. Compared
to the cross-sectional analysis, it was 90% and 93%, which was lower than the analysis
result. Unlike the cross-sectional analysis, the TUBE specimen’s flexural strength was lower
than that of the PLATE specimen, which appeared to be due to the anchor’s bond failure
connecting the base plate with the steel tube and the foundation. The displacement ductility
ratio was calculated by comparing the yield point of the outermost tensile rebar or retrofit
material and the maximum 80% load. It was calculated as 4, 8, 16 in the order of SOLID,
PLATE, and TUBE. As shown in the load–displacement relationship, the maximum load
was reached at the drift ratio 1% in the TUBE specimen, and the load gradually decreased.

On the other hand, in the SOLID specimen and the PLATE specimen, the load rapidly
decreased after reaching the maximum load. The maximum displacement also experienced
up to 5% of the TUBE specimen compared to 2% of the SOLID specimen. As expected, it
was judged that the highest displacement ductility ratio was due to the high compression
resistance of the steel tube filled with non-shrink grout retrofitted at the wall end of the
TUBE specimen.
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Table 3. Comparison between test and analysis result.

Specimen Retrofit
Material

Lateral Load
Pexp/Psec

(%)
Displacement Ductility RatioPexp

(kN)
Psec
(kN)

SOLID - 257.6
135.92

190 4
250.94 185 4

PLATE Steel plate (9T) 325.63
303.58

107 8
322.99 106 8

TUBE Steel tube (6T)
298.78

333.54
90 16

311.68 93 16
Notes: Pexp: maximum lateral load by experiment, Psec: maximum lateral load by sectional-analysis, displacement
ductility: displacement at 80% of the maximum load/yielding of the outermost tensile rebar or steel.
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In the SOLID specimen, the test result was 185–190% higher than that of the cross-
sectional analysis result, whereas the cross-sectional analysis result and the test result were
almost similar in the retrofitted specimens. In the PLATE specimen, it was only about
6–7% high, and the result of the TUBE specimen was somewhat reduced by 10%. The
strength of the PLATE and the TUBE specimens was not as expected, but the displacement
ductility increased as expected. Commonly, the ductility decreases as the flexural retrofit
increases. However, due to the experiment, the ductility increased as the retrofit amount
increased, representing that the retrofit effect against tensile force was small, and the
retrofit effect against compression was high. In the load–displacement relationship in
Figure 7, the difference between the SOLID specimen and the PLATE specimen appears
to be insignificant. However, the displacement ductility ratio was different because it
determined the rebar yield point and the 80% drop point compared to the maximum
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load. In particular, the TUBE specimen’s retrofit was one of the most effective composite
structures for compressive force in the form of CFT.

4.2. Crack Pattern

Figure 8 shows the crack pattern for each specimen. One cell was 250 mm long and
was drawn on the surface of the specimen before the experiment to determine the location
of the crack easily. The SOLID specimen showed a typical flexural failure pattern. In
the drift ratio 2%, a rapid load reduction was observed. As a load of less than 100 kN
was acquired, crushing occurred at the compression edge, and buckling of the outermost
longitudinal rebar was observed. In the case of the PLATE specimen, a similar pattern
to that of the SOLID specimen appeared. At the drift ratio 2%, a rapid load reduction
was observed as was buckling of about 2 mm between the anchors in the lower part.
After that, a load of 200 kN was expressed by applying up to 3% of the drift ratio, and
a concrete crushing was observed. Compared to the SOLID specimen, cracks or peeling
were concentrated in the lower part. A peculiar crack pattern was observed in the TUBE
specimen. A crack was observed between the steel tube and the existing wall during the
lateral loading, but there was no flexural crack on the existing wall’s surface as in the
SOLID specimen until the maximum load was reached. After reaching the maximum load,
horizontal and vertical cracks appeared in the lower part, but the cracks did not progress.
Additionally, a cone-shaped crack was observed around the anchor connecting the steel
tube and the existing wall, and the experiment was terminated, as the concrete below the
height of about 550 mm was abruptly split in the second cycle of 5% drift ratio. In the crack
pattern, typical flexural or shear cracks were not observed, and the shear wall behavior
seemed to be concentrated on rocking, a phenomenon that the wall was separated and
lifted from the foundation. As shown in Figure 8c, the lower part’s concrete was destroyed
as it split back and forth in the middle of the thickness direction up to the lower two
compartments below the height of 550 mm.
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4.3. Stiffness Degradation

The stiffness degradation of the specimens is shown in Figure 9a. There was little
difference in stiffness between the positive loading and the negative loading in each
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specimen. The initial stiffness was expected to be the highest in the TUBE specimen
retrofitted with a steel tube with the highest moment of inertia, but the PLATE specimen’s
stiffness was the highest. Then, TUBE and SOLID specimens appeared in order. This
expresses that the TUBE specimen showed a rocking phenomenon from the initial drift
ratio compared to the PLATE specimen. When rocking occurred, stress was concentrated
on the rebars and the anchors that connected the foundation and the wall, and if the anchor
did not properly develop, the stiffness was inevitably low. As is described later, this was
judged to be a problem in the lower part of the TUBE specimen’s anchor length. Near
the drift ratio 1.5% to 2%, the PLATE specimen’s stiffness was lowered more than that of
the TUBE specimen, and it was destroyed soon. Simultaneously, the steel plate’s buckling
attached to the PLATE specimen was observed, and the concrete at the wall end was
crushed. Until the steel plate’s buckling occurred, the steel plate shared the compressive
force with the concrete, but it was supposed to be destroyed as the compressive stress
concentrated on the concrete due to the steel plate’s buckling.
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4.4. Energy Dissipation

The energy dissipation is shown in Figure 9b. The darkest color is the first cycle
of each drift, and the third cycle is the lightest color. Up to the drift ratio 2.5%, the
PLATE specimen’s energy dissipation was the highest, but it was soon destroyed. The
TUBE specimen was destroyed while dissipating energy up to the drift ratio 5%, thus
the cumulative energy dissipation was the highest. At the drift ratio 2.5%, the TUBE
specimen’s energy dissipation increased compared to that of the PLATE specimen. In the
SOLID specimen case, it was similar to the TUBE specimen until the drift ratio 1.5%, but it
decreased as it was destroyed. In the SOLID and the PLATE specimens, the difference in
energy dissipation per cycle was the largest immediately before the failure. However, the
difference between the first and the second cycles of the drift ratio 5% was about 14% in
the TUBE specimen, but rapid destruction occurred in the third cycle.
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ACI ITG-5.1 [42] requires the relative energy dissipation ratio (REDR, β), defined as
the ratio of the specimen’s ideal energy dissipated during a complete cycle. The REDR is
the value obtained by dividing energy dissipation of the third cycle by the parallelogram
area drawn by load, displacement, and initial stiffness of the first cycle. The REDR is a
measure of the amount of viscous damping in an equivalent linear-elastic system that
would result in a similar amount of energy dissipation as the nonlinear system. There
may be inadequate damping for the structure, and the oscillations of the structure may
continue for some time after an earthquake, possibly leading to low-cycle fatigue effects
and excessive displacements [43,44]. Additionally, the REDR value is required to be greater
than 1/8 (12.5%) in the complete third cycle above the validation-level drift ratio. The
height-to-length ratio determines the validation-level drift ratio, and when applied to the
specimens, this value was 1.916% of the drift ratio. Figure 9c shows that the REDR values
of all the specimens met the minimum condition, as the result values were in the gray area.
The TUBE specimen was destroyed during the third cycle at a drift ratio of 5%, thus it was
excluded from the REDR calculation.

5. Discussion

The retrofit effect of the flexural retrofit using steel was not derived as expected. As
shown in Table 4, a flexural retrofit effect of more than 100% was expected by cross-sectional
analysis, but the experiment results only increased the maximum load by 16–29%. In the
TUBE specimen case, the maximum load was lower than that of the PLATE specimen,
even though the retrofit amount was increased considering the removal of the outermost
longitudinal rebar due to wall end breaking (4-D10). On the other hand, the displacement
ductility ratio was improved two times for the PLATE specimen and up to four times
for the TUBE specimen compared to the existing wall. The retrofit effect that could be
inferred through this is that it was effectively applied to the compressive force. According
to the manufacturer’s technical data, the retrofit was developed with four post-installed
chemical anchors on the top and the bottom. As the lower anchor part was observed in a
state separated from the foundation after the end of the experiment, it was judged that the
chemical anchor’s performance was not properly expressed.

For this reason, in the TUBE specimen, a steel tube with a higher inertia moment
of the cross-section was used compared to the steel plate, and the inside was filled with
non-shrink grout. Although the retrofit’s upper and lower bond performance was not
adequately expressed, it was possible to resist the compression force even though it could
not properly resist tensile force. The steel plate was easily lost due to buckling when the
compressive force was concentrated at the wall end, but in the steel tube, it could effectively
resist even high compressive force, and the internal non-shrink grout could present higher
compressive performance due to the confinement effect as with the CFT.

Table 4. Flexural retrofit effect verification using steel.

Specimen Retrofit Material
As,retrofit
(mm2)

Pretrofit/PSOLID Dretrofit/DSOLID
(%)

Excavating Length
(mm)Exp

(%)
Sec
(%)

SOLID - - 100
100 100 -

100

PLATE Steel plate(9T) 1350
126

223 200 20129

TUBE Steel tube(6T) 2130
116

245 400 150124

Notes: As,retrofit: amount of retrofitted steel, Pretrofit/PSOLID: maximum load of retrofitted specimen/maximum
load of existing wall, Dretrofit/DSOLID: displacement ductility ratio of reinforced specimen/displacement ductility
ratio of existing wall.

Another reason why the TUBE specimen’s retrofit material did not effectively resist
the tensile force was the crack pattern. As shown in Figure 8c, almost no cracks on the
wall surface occurred before reaching the maximum load, and cracks were concentrated in
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the connection part between the steel tubes and the existing wall. In particular, the major
crack that occurred horizontally at the height of 550 mm from the bottom was the part
where the post-installed chemical anchor was located, and after it was destroyed, it was
damaged to the extent that all the chemical anchors were exposed. If it resists the tensile
force effectively, cracks must occur due to flexural tensile stress. The retrofit material was
peeled off by compression from the existing wall, and the lower part of concrete in the
existing wall was split. Besides, it was judged that the transverse rebar of the existing wall
was cut in the wall end to maintain the shear wall’s length, and the development was lost.
If the transverse rebars were not cut like the SOLID and the PLATE specimens, the wall
splitting failure pattern like the TUBE specimen would not have been observed.

Figure 10a shows the failure of the steel tube-existing wall connection observed after
the end of the experiment of the TUBE specimen. Rectangular steel tubes filled with
non-shrink grout at the ends were retrofitted, and this retrofit was connected to the existing
wall using post-installed chemical anchors. Figure 10b is the rocking observed during
the experiment after bond failure at the anchors to connect between the steel tube and
the foundation. Post-installed chemical anchors were attached at 150 mm intervals in the
middle of the wall thickness, and it seemed to damage the existing wall with retrofitted
undergoing repeated cyclic loads. Additionally, unlike the SOLID or the PLATE specimens,
there was no out-of-plane transverse rebar, thus it was considered that the splitting failure
of the existing wall occurred. In the TUBE specimen, the length was reduced to 80% of
the existing wall’s length to attach the rectangular steel tube as the retrofit material. If the
retrofit material and the existing wall were separated, the transverse rebars in the existing
wall from which the development part was cut were the only shear reinforcements in the
specimen. The lower part of the shear wall was split along the anchor line in the wall’s
thickness direction, and cracks occurred horizontally along the anchor recess. Anchors
were embedded between the rebars to minimize the effect on the transverse rebars of
the existing wall, however, the anchors were not constrained in the out-of-plane and the
in-plane directions, which seemed to be fatal. In the PLATE specimen retrofitted with steel
plate, no damage occurred around the anchor recess. This seemed to be the effect of the
stiffness of the retrofit material. In the rectangular steel tube, the stress was concentrated
due to high stiffness, and it was judged that a problem occurred between the steel tubes
and the existing wall.
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Figure 10b shows the retrofit pull-out failure due to the wall lifting phenomenon
observed during the experiment. The shear wall was a specimen with a considerable
depth, and due to the characteristic of separating the foundation and the wall, an inevitable
separation occurred between the wall and the foundation during lateral loading, which
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is called the rocking phenomenon [45]. The retrofit material must be connected to a
horizontal member such as a foundation or a slab for the shear wall’s flexural retrofit.
Cracks in flexural proceed from the portion subjected to tensile force, and if the retrofit for
tension is insufficient, the cross-section’s performance becomes inefficient. In the retrofitted
specimens, four post-installed chemical anchors were constructed using HILTI HY200, but
when tension was applied, all anchors were pulled out. This phenomenon was observed
in both retrofits in positive loading and negative loading. Accordingly, the tensile force
was burdened by the six longitudinal rebars remaining in the existing wall, and as the
lateral displacement increased, it began to fracture, and the experiment ended with two
remaining at the drift ratio 5%.

On the other hand, in the PLATE specimen, bond failure did not occur, and the
rocking phenomenon was shallower than the TUBE specimen. However, at the drift ratio
2% where the PLATE specimen was destroyed, the load was rapidly decreased as the
welding between the base plate and the steel plate was broken. Though, in a previous
study by Cho [31], in the case of development of SD500 rebar (yield strength 500 MPa)
using the epoxy for the post-installed chemical anchor, the yield of the rebar was observed
even with a development length of about 300 mm, thus the bond performance of the
post-installed chemical anchor itself and the construction process needs to be reviewed.

The bond strength of the epoxy for the post-installed chemical anchor was 15.3 MPa.
Four of these anchors were used, the diameter of the anchor was M20, and the anchor
length was 215 mm. The nominal bond strength of an anchor under tension could be
calculated using the equation of ACI 318-19 17.6.5.1b. Each anchor’s bond strength, which
reflects edge distance, thickness of foundation, eccentrical effect, and strength reduction
factor (∅ = 0.65) [39], was 187.67 kN. Even if all tensile forces were concentrated on the
anchors, when the maximum load derived from the test result was converted into the
wall’s height and length, it was less than the anchors’ total bond strength (750.68 kN). As
a result, the anchor design was correctly done, but it seems that the bond performance
was not adequately expressed. The possibility that the bond strength of the epoxy may
not have developed properly was due either to the fact that the perforated part was not
appropriately cleaned, leaving foreign matters, or the epoxy was injected while the water
was filled inside the perforated part, or the epoxy could not be filled by the air bubbles
when the anchor was inserted. In this specimen, it was judged that the debris was not
properly cleaned during drilling. In recent manufacturer’s manuals, a hollow carbide drill
bit is used to inhale simultaneously as perforation, leaving almost no foreign matter inside
the perforated part. Besides, before epoxy injection, the perforated part is cleaned one
more using an iron brush and a hammer drill so that there is no residue. However, in
the cleaning before epoxy injection of these specimens, only dust was blown out using a
blower according to the previous manual before applying the suction cleaner. In the future,
it is expected that it will be necessary to verify the anchor direct tensile test in a similar
environment, and it is considered that the details of the anchor and the weld at the wall
end need to be improved.

Figure 11 compares the total lateral displacement and the lateral displacement caused
by the TUBE specimen’s rocking. The angle caused by the wall’s rocking was replaced
by the lateral displacement using the wall’s height. In the case of the general flexural
dominant shear wall, it appeared at the level of 10–20% of the total, but in the case of the
TUBE specimen, it was about 12–17% at the initial drift, but it gradually increased as the
experiment progressed, reaching 67% at the drift ratio 3%. Initially, the bond between the
retrofit and the foundation was expressed, but it was judged that the wall did not bend
and lifted as the end retrofit was pulled out, as observed in Figure 10b. The result, which
appeared to have a ductile behavior derived from the load–displacement relationship,
appeared to be the interaction between the axial load (ALR = 15%) from the top and the
lateral load applied according to the overall movement of the wall. In this process, the
retrofit appeared to resist only compression, with little resistance to tension. The TUBE
specimen’s retrofit is similar to a small CFT column, thus it resists compression very
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effectively. Accordingly, the test was not terminated due to the crushing of the wall end
concrete and the rebar or the steel buckling as with the SOLID or the PLATE specimens,
and the ultimate failure was delayed because the compressive force was concentrated on
the rectangular steel tube.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, the flexural retrofit method of the RC shear wall using steel was devel-
oped, and the retrofit effect was verified by applying it to the shear wall and experimenting
with it. A retrofit method was specified that effectively resists flexural by breaking the wall
ends of the shear wall as necessary and attaching a steel plate or a rectangular steel tube,
and the size of the wall does not change before and after retrofitting. Based on this, it is
considered that the details of improved flexural retrofit can be developed in the future. The
conclusions derived from this study are as follows:

1. The flexural strength of shear walls can be increased to 16–29% through flexural
retrofit using steel. Additionally, the shear wall’s displacement ductility ratio can
be improved up to 200–400%. In the retrofitted wall through sectional analysis, the
maximum load could be predicted within 10% of the error range. However, it was
found that the expected analysis result for the existing wall underestimated the
experimental result, and, accordingly, the retrofit effect was not sufficiently expressed
compared to the experimental result of the existing wall.

2. The flexural retrofit to exhibit adequate performance must be sufficiently attached
to the existing wall, foundation, and slab. If a post-installed chemical anchor is used
on a 150 mm thick wall subjected to repeated cyclic loads, it may cause large cracks
or severe damage. In this case, it seems that the transverse rebars of the existing
wall should be preserved as much as possible, or the connection method with the
retrofit material should be considered. It is also observed that the anchor connecting
the retrofit material and the foundation is pulled out when under tension, thus it is
necessary to reconsider the anchor design and the construction process.

3. The existing wall and the wall retrofitted with steel plate resulted in flexural cracks,
and it was finally destroyed by the concrete crushing and the rebar or the steel plate
buckling. When retrofitted with the steel plate, there was no problem with the anchor,
but the weld line between the base plate at the upper part and the steel plate was
broken just before the failure. Since there is a restriction on the weld length between
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the steel plate and the base plate, it is judged that the connection method needs to be
supplemented.

4. The result of the wall retrofitted with steel tubes is judged to be a combination of the
anchor’s bond failure and the cutting of the transverse rebar of the existing wall. Due
to the bond failure of the anchor connected to the foundation, the steel tube bore only
the compressive force, and, as a result, vertical cracks occurred along the anchor line
connecting the steel tube to the existing wall on the side of the wall, rather than the
horizontal flexural crack on the surface of the existing wall. If there was out-of-plane
transverse rebar, it could have resisted vertical cracking, but because it was cut at the
wall end of breaking, splitting failure occurred. Therefore, it is necessary to find a
method of not cutting the existing wall transverse rebar when retrofitting steel tubes
or preserving part of the transverse rebar and connecting it by welding as with the
excavating retrofit method.

The flexural retrofit using steel has a significant advantage over the existing retrofit
method. If the construction method identified in this study is supplemented, it is expected
to be an effective flexural retrofit method. The connection between the existing wall and
the retrofit can be solved by welding between the steel and the transverse rebars, and the
connection between the steel and the foundation or the slab can be improved by using high-
strength steel or high-performance chemical anchors. There is a need to verify the bond
strength and the construction procedure through a direct pull-out test before construction
on the actual shear wall to prevent the anchor’s bond failure connected to the foundation.
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